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The Menu of Itsumono from Seattle contains about 17 different dishes and drinks. On average, you pay for a
dish / drink about $6.4. What User likes about Itsumono:

update: I tried to eat for the first time and I am really impressed that you little bite and big bite are really good! I
know the bartender who works here. these are the hands down the best weebbar that I ever had. Apart from the

bartender is an amazing person. the drinks are great! the tvs all have a kind of anime to play. I just feel like I
belong here. nothing but great times with great friends. read more. You can use the WLAN of the place at no
extra cost, And into the accessible rooms also come customers with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities.

What T G doesn't like about Itsumono:
I used to come here after work in 2018. It was very chill and friendly. I remember the bartender being exceeding
nice and welcoming. I came tonight for some noodles and shochu. Their new food menu featured mostly $25+

food options and $12+ drinks. I took the only seat at the bar.The woman next to me shifted and I saw she had a
20lb dog in her lap. I left. If it was on the floor I would have thought it annoying, but i... read more. In the

Itsumono from Seattle, a lot of emphasis is placed on the preparation of healthy, flavorful Japanese dishes with
freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat, It's possible to chill out at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or
other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Itsumono.
Anyone who finds the usual and generally known dishes too ordinary should approach with a willingness to

experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients eat, Furthermore, the drinks list in this
restaurant is impressive and offers a good and extensive selection of beers from the area and from worldwide,

which are definitely worth a try.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
APEROL

P�z�
FUSION PIZZA

Burger�
TERI BURGER $6.0

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Asiatisch� Getränk�
ASAHI $6.0

Desert�
ANDAGI $8.0

Beverage�
COLD OZEKI DRY $6.0

Foo�
AO NORI FRIES $5.0

Sala� (Lunc�)
KANAME SALAD $8.0

Saimi�
SAIMIN $8.0

Sid� Meat�
BEEF SKEWER $4.0

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
OYSTERS

Uncategor�e�
WHITE CLAW $5.0

Drink�
AWAYUKI $8.0

DRINKS
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 17:00 -24:00
Wednesday 17:00 -24:00
Thursday 17:00 -24:00
Friday 17:00 -01:30
Saturday 17:00 -01:30
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